Obed & Isaac’s Hand Crafted Beer List
*We cannot guarantee the availability of ANY of our offerings listed below
upon your visit; our taps can change without notice from one day to the nextand possibly even more frequently. *
Obed and Isaac’s is a Microbrewery- which by definition means we have LIMITED supply of any of
our hand-crafted libations.
Many of our beers are dependent on the availability of quality ingredients that are seasonal. Some of
the offerings listed below are special brews that were offered once and once only. This is not a
complete list by any means; we’re always trying new tasty concoctions to explore new flavors.

Ditzy Blonde: A light ale brewed with lightly kilned malts to produce a smooth, easy drinking beer.
Obed’s Pride Amber Ale: Light Amber in color, this ale is a well-balanced brew. Comes across with
light caramel and toffee notes and a light hop aroma.
Mother Road APA: An American Pale Ale brewed with a light malt bill aside cascade and centennial
hops for an overall well-rounded beer.
Upside Brown Ale: A dark brown, medium bodied beer brewed with roasted grains to produce a
smooth, roasty, and malty brew.
Isaac’s IPA: A decidedly hoppy west coast style India pale ale. Twice dry-hopped to produce a great
aroma and flavor.
Long Nine Black IPA: A less traditional IPA, brewed with roasted malts and a large hop bill to
produce a beer dark in color and heavenly in flavor.
Imperial IPA: Golden in color, this ale has hops from start to finish. For the true hop enthusiast.
Thick 6 White Stout: This is not your ordinary stout. Blonde in color with notes of chocolate and
vanilla to round out the flavor. This is truly a stout in disguise.
German Alt: A very malty, somewhat bitter brew; although dark in color it’s a nice easy-drinking ale.
Silly Pants Stout: Very dark in color, full-bodied with a creamy head. The flavor is soft with notes of
chocolate and roast.
Cocoa Mingus Milk Stout: A milk stout with great chocolate character.
RyePA: A hop-forward beer brewed with a large portion of malted rye and generous additions of
cascade hops.
Hefenator Hefeweiss: Traditional German-style hefeweizen, medium bodied with soft notes of
banana and clove.
Belgian Style IPA: A twist on our American classic, Isaac’s IPA, brewed with a Belgian yeast to
produce a complex fruity character.

Baltic Porter: A full-bodied beer derived from English Porters and Russian Imperial Stouts. Malty
with a slightly sweet character comes through in this robust brew.
American Lager: A light-bodied, pale American style lager with a smooth finish. Low bitterness and
thin malts make for a really easy drinking session brew.
Amarillo IPA: An American IPA brewed with a large helping of cascade and Amarillo hops. Enjoy
the big citrus/grapefruit flavor derived from the aromatic hops selection.
Zerkle White IPA: A unique offering from our assistant brewmaster, it is a Belgian style wit brewed
with sweet orange peel and coriander. The twist on this well-rounded IPA involves a huge helping
of hops, including a dry hop with Bravo, which is normally a bittering hop.

Seasonal Brews

We don’t even try to make these unless quality seasonal ingredients are available.
Backporch Farmhouse Ale: A Belgian style beer traditionally brewed by farmers for their farm
hands. Light notes of aurora hops alongside gentle fruit flavors derived from the Belgian yeast.
A Prairie Schooners Collaboration, brewed by Kevin Adams.
Froth Bite Winter Ale: Our winter seasonal, brewed using fresh nutmeg, cinnamon, and ginger.
Strawberry Blonde: Our light summertime seasonal with a hint of strawberry.
Blackberry Wheat: An American wheat ale brewed with delicious blackberries to kick off the
changing of the season.
Blueberry Wheat: An American wheat ale brewed with fresh blueberries. Flavorful without being
overpowered by sweetness.
Double Berliner: A German style hefeweiss brewed with a large portion of wheat and ended with a
lactic fermentation resulting in a slightly tart and refreshing brew not often found in the U.S.
Jack-O-Ale: This special pumpkin ale is only offered when the time is perfect for a barrel-aged
offering. Don’t let the name spook you; this is a regular favorite and fantastic for sitting by the fire.

Special Brews

These specialty offerings are one-time or highly limited; once they’re gone, they’re gone!
Double IPA Anniversary Edition: In celebration of our two year anniversary we produced a double
IPA for your pleasure. In this take, we used Belgian candy sugars to build a complex fruity flavor
while also highlighting the Centennial and Chinook hops. Cheers from the Obed & Isaac’s team and
we thank you for your continued support.

Session Series IPA (Crystal Hops): A sessionable India Pale Ale brewed with similar characteristics
as a normal IPA but with a reserved ABV (4.1%). In the first of this series we have chosen to
highlight the classic American Crystal Hop.
Session Series IPA (Amarillo Hops): A sessionable India Pale Ale brewed with similar characteristics
as a normal IPA but with a reserved ABV (4.1%). In the second installment of the series we are
showcasing Amarillo hops.
Session Series IPA (Ahtanum Hops): A sessionable India Pale Ale brewed with similar
characteristics as a normal IPA but with a reserved ABV (4.1%). In the third installment of the series
we are showcasing Ahtanum hops. Cascade-like with distinct grapefruit character and soft notes of
spice, pine, and lemon.

